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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am pleased to have been asked to present this work by John & Morna Stoakley which was completed in 1994. This was a pilot study sampling apiaries in 9 locations around Scotland using random number tables to select hives within these apiaries. 

In this picture John Stoakley is the tall figure leading the demonstration.



Background Information
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John and Morna

•Moved to Scotland in 1968

•Developed their beekeeping interests

•Eventually running 50 stocks in the Borders

•Were closely involved with BIBBA for many years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a couple they were a formidable power in Scottish beekeeping; when in the south many years ago they used Italian bees and brought those north but quickly realised the serious problems with aggression brought about by crossing and hybridisation. They managed to obtain local bees and with their involvement with BIBBA things moved forward quickly.
John was an entomologist with training in statistics and a lot of experience in planning and implementing surveys. Morna was the editor of the Scottish Beekeeper  and  together they had considerable experience in practical beekeeping.
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Activities Organised

•1990 Bee Morphometry Workshops in Stobo

•1994 Survey of Scottish Bees

•Practical Demonstrations on Queen Rearing                       

•Demonstrations on the use of Mininucs for mating

Presenter
Presentation Notes
J & M had an ideal location in Stobo where a former school building was used for workshops on bee morphometry and breeding; these were very popular and following on from this a Scottish Bee Breeders’ Group was set up. 

A survey or Scottish bees was planned and completed by 1994 showing some very interesting results. The results will be presented to you but I will provide more background information to you so that a complete picture can be built up. 

They did not stop there but went on to visit Local Associations to spread knowledge about Queen Rearing and use of mininucs. Sadly John died in 1997 and the momentum was lost.  In 2000 Ian Craig, the SBA Education Convenor teamed up with Morna and further courses in Bee Breeding were held in the Borders and the North.
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Bee Wing Morphometry

Background Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before presenting the results I will provide brief background information; many will be very well informed already...........so my apologies. I wish to include all who may be less familiar with morphometric techniques.
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•Apis mellifera sp. have a huge area of distribution

•Evolved by geographical isolation and ecological adaptations

•Work of Alpatov and Goetze introduce Biometrics

•Wing morphometry is one discriminating character

•Ruttner and John Dews develop further data presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apis mellifera has a huge area of distribution from the Atlantic to the Urals and into Sothern Europe, the Middle East and Africa; the different races interbreed readily ; the Dark Bee is adapted to live in the regions of Northern Europe with a harsher climate; the work of Alpatov and Goetze was important in establishing measurements of physical characteristics as a science of BIOMETRICS. It was elegantly shown by John Dews that the simple 2 dimensional display of DS and CI reveal dramatic differences in races. This has developed into an effective tool that can be used by practical beekeepers.



Measurement of the Discoidal Shift
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One theory of the reason for different wing venation patterns is that it may be linked  to strong thoracic wing muscles and an ability to gather heavier pollen and nectar loads which may be an advantage in the areas of cooler and unstable weather patterns.

The discoidal shift and the cubital index have been used to differentiate the different races. The cubital index is the relationship between a/b.......itn the Dark Bee ‘a’ is relatively shorter........

DS is measured  by dropping a vertical line through point ‘H’ ..........the position of a set lower point either to the right or left indicates either a positive or negative shift. A negative shift is an indication of a Dark Bee characteristic. Strong indications of a strain of Dark Native Bee are low cubital index, long overhairs,negative discoidal shift. 



8Preparation of Wings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple and neat way is to remove the right wing from each bee and mount these on slides; with practice 18 or 21 wings can be mounted per slide and these can be used either for projection or scanning into a computer. If slides are prepared in this way they can be kept for future reference if accuracy checks are required.



9 Mounting Wings on Slides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At least 30 bees are required from each colony and the right forewings are removed for measurement. Refinements can be made by sampling 50 bees and if young bees are used from the brood nest area then there is more certainty that they are the progeny of that hive.  So you can now see there was a considerable amount of work for Morna when she had to deal with hundreds of samples single handed..............I believe she did this part alone...........and they all had to be measured manually..........without the help of scanning and computer programmes available now through the hard work of BIBBA members. John did describe morphometry as a ‘lonely science..........but we are not alone’. I am not sure what he meant.....perhaps he was always on hand to provide Morna with a reviving cup of coffee.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
John & Morna’s Pilot Survey was taken from 9 apiaries around Scotland so as to sample bees from widely separated areas. This was an attempt to get a general picture of morphometry across Scotland. 
The apiaries were chosen because J&M knew the beekeepers concerned and that there were about 10 colonies in each. They were instructed how to use random number tables provided to collect samples from the chosen colonies. John was a scientist with a practical line on things. His hunch was that Scotland’s geography and climate would have selected for Dark Bees; he also felt that in Scotland people were working with dark bees anyway ..........and that Italian types mostly do not thrive.  I have seen this happen with previously successful Italians dying out in November having eaten out all their stores while the local bees were deep down inside a single brood box not even showing their noses!

In all 41 colonies were sampled for morphometric investigation.
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What were the objectives?

• To discover the incidence of Amm in 
Scotland

• Carry out statistical analysis

• Determine if any significant differences in the 
morphometry of sampled colonies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design of the survey allowed useful statistical tests to be carried out. The accumulation of data alone does not give us an answer and is time and effort wasted.  J&M had a clear idea of what they wanted.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above raw data show that low cubital indices and negative discoidal shifts were found in widespread apiaries.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tomintoul bees show low CIs typical of Dark Native bees. They were from an isolated area and had to fend for themselves for long periods. They came from local stock where there was a free interchange between colonies in hives and unmanaged feral colonies which frequently took up residence in roofs of local houses.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Peebles bees were from a strain of bees propagated by Bernhard Möbus who was the North of Scotland College Advisor in beekeeping. He found a strain of local bees from the village of Maud in Aberdeenshire which showed strong native bee characteristics and other desirable traits.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the preponderance of bees in the survey which showed a low cubital index.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bees were identified in the survey which were clearly true ‘native’ bees from their wing morphometry.
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Summary of the Results

•⅓ of colonies Apis mellifera mellifera

•⅓ were “near blacks”

•⅓ appeared to be hybrids

Data for first 2 groups showed a 
continuous distribution

No evidence of regional differences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results of the survey showed that roughly ⅓ of the colonies were undoubtedly  Amm; ⅓ could probably be described as ‘near blacks’ and ⅓ appeared to be hybrids. The data for the first two groups showed a continuous distribution  (ie. Was all within the same bell curve). There was no evidence of regional differences  in the incidence of Amm  but the survey was not intensive enough to test this properly. The results of the statistical tests to compare colonies within apiaries showed that some colonies were not significantly different from others with regard to the CI while others certainly were  different.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Magnus Peterson is a Statistician and a lecturer in Mathematics at Strathclyde University; he has kindly given advice on the work done here and has also provided the above graph which is a colony sample mean values of DS and CI. Broadly Magnus’s calculations have agreed with John & Morna.
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Future Plans

•Scientifically there is no value in mere masses of data

•John planned a new survey

•And suggested how this might be done

•By further statistical analysis and keeping samples 
manageable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
His future plans were outlined in a letter to Albert Knight (then Secretary of BIBBA) in Feb 1997; “how would I persuade the authorities that a particular area was suitable as an ‘Amm only zone’ ? I would need to show that there was a high incidence of such colonies proportionate to the total population of colonies in the region. I would divide the country into a number of regions of suitable size , compose a list of willing BKs in each region and select from them strictly at random and ask each to provide colony samples again chosen at random from within their apiaries. Statistical analysis would then make it possible to say whether any regions have a higher incidence of Amm than others. Then having determined the incidence of Amm colonies across the country  it would be possible to home in on individual results  for selection of breeder colonies”.
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Postscript

•Corresponded with 6 beekeepers from
original survey

•What happened to my bees?

•Best buy from ‘Tongue’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spean Bridge........I do not consider these ‘black bees’; in the early 1980s I had  a colony from an old 
                                which had many of the characteristics of old black bees. Small colony, large 
                                workers, easy to handle, white cappings ,docile and good wintering. The queen 
                                failed in third year.
Thurso.................  Dark bees, good temperament. Selects these characters but no morphometry.
Cupar...................  Strain diluted; incoming swarms; slight yellow banding. No morphometry.
Tongue.................  My bees are from a Craibstone queen from Bernhard Mobus in 1987. My son got a 
                                 queen from me but his bees behave differently from mine. Possible cross mating.
                                 Occasionally colonies from other sources close to my bees; I worry about 
                                 inbreeding. Meantime they are doing very well. Dark, variable temperament, 
                                 slow spring build up. No morphometry.
Largs.....................Have both black and yellow strains. No morphometry.
Nairn..................... Mainly darkish; tend to swarm. No morphometry.
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So where did Bernhard get his bees from?

And where did they go?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bernhard obtained his bees from an elderly beekeeper in Maud, Aberdeenshire. He bred extensively from them and many associations collected queens so that they had quite a profound effect on the bees found in Scotland even today.
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